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0. Introduction 

Let X be a compact P-manifold and C”(X) be the algebra of P-functions 

on X. Connes has shown that the (continuous) cyclic cohomology of C”(E) 

decomposes as 

where Z,(g) is the space of closed n-currents on .!X and H.(X, C) is the de Rham 

homology [l]. Similar decompositions hold for the cyclic homology and cohomol- 

ogy of a smooth commutative k-algebra whenever k is a commutative ring contain- 

ing Q [5]. It seems natural to seek a uniform description of these decompositions 

in terms of the cyclic cochain complex and certain algebraic operations. 

Now, if k is a commutative unital ring, A is an associative k-algebra, and A*= 

Homk(A,k) is viewed as an A-bimodule in which afa’ is defined by (afa’)(x)= 
f (a’xa), then there is a canonical monomorphism C,‘(A) * C’(A,A*) from the 

cyclic cochain complex, C;(A), to the Hochschild cochain complex, C’(A,A*). If, 

further, k is a Q-algebra, A is commutative, and M is a symmetric A-bimodule - 

i.e., am = ma for all a EA and m EM - then the Hochschild cohomology H’(A,M) 

has a natural ‘Hodge’ decomposition, introduced in [2] by the second author and 

Gerstenhaber. (In an April, 1986 preprint of [2], they asserted that this decomposi- 

tion agrees with the usual Hodge decomposition of the complex cohomology of a 

smooth complex projective variety. This claim is substantiated in [3].) 

* This research was done while the first author was a member of the Department of Mathematics of 

Saitama University and was partially supported by the Danish Natural Science Research Council. 
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Since the dual of a commutative algebra is a symmetric bimodule, it is natural 

to expect a decomposition of H,‘(A) similar to that of H’(A,A*) when A is com- 

mutative and k contains Q. In this paper we produce such a decomposition’ (to- 

gether with explicit projection operators) and show that it agrees with those noted 

earlier for smooth algebras and C”(K). There is likewise a decomposition of the 

standard periodicity sequence. An examination of the component sequences then 

shows that the Harrison cohomology groups Har”(A,A*) are summands of the 

cyclic cohomology H,“(A) for n > 2. (Since k > Q, the Harrison cohomology agrees 

with the cohomologies introduced by Andre and Quillen for commutative algebras.) 

These assertions apply equally well to homology and the reader will have no trouble 

translating the arguments below to that setting. We shall therefore confine our at- 

tention to cohomology, making no further mention of cyclic homology. 

The following notational conventions will be in force throughout this paper. 

First, k will be a fixed commutative unital Q-algebra. If A and V are k-modules, 

then C”(A, V) will be the k-module consisting of the k-multilinear maps of n 

variables A x ..a XA --f I/. Of course, when A is an associative k-algebra and I/ is 

an A-bimodule C”(A, V) is the familiar module of Hochschild n-cochains. Co- 

product (or, in older terminology, direct sum) will be represented by u. Finally, 

the group of permutations of a set 9 will be denoted 9! and the sign of a permuta- 

tion n will be denoted (-l)K. 

1. Hodge-type decomposition 

A permutation rc~{l,..., n}! is a p-shuffle, where O<p< n, if 

n(I) < . ..<n(p) and n(p+l)<...<n(n); 

that is, n preserves the order of each of the sets { 1, . . . ,p} and (p + 1, . . . , n}. The 

set of such p-shuffles will be denoted ShP{ 1, . . . , n} or Sh,. Note that the identity 

permutation, Id, is a p-shuffle for all p. Also, Sh, n Sh, = {Id} if pfq. The dis- 

joint union of the sets of p-shuffles will be denoted Sh{ 1, . . . , n}; it consists of one 

copy of each nonidentity shuffle and n - 1 copies of the identity permutation. 

Let k[{l,..., n} !] be the group algebra of { 1,. . . , n} ! and define the (total) shuffle 

operator s,Ek[{l,...,n}!] by 

s, = c (-1)“Tt. 
neSh{l,...,n} 

In [2] the minimal polynomial of s, is shown to have n distinct roots, namely 

a, = 2’- 2 for 1 I r I n. These roots determine Lagrange interpolation polynomials 

’ A similar decomposition has been obtained, using entirely different techniques, by Burghelea and 

Vi&-Poirrier (Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics 1318). 
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whose values at s,, will be denoted by e,(l), . . ..e.(n). Thus, e,(r)Ek[{ 1, . . ..n>!] is 

defined by 

e,(r) = n (S, - o;)/((x,- a;). 
ifr 

The basic properties of the Lagrange polynomials immediately imply that 

e,(I), . . . . e,(n) are pairwise orthogonal idempotents such that 

c e,(r) = 1 and c (2’-2)e,(r) = s,. 

(In different terminology, {e,(r)} is the set of spectral projections of the operator 

s,.) It is convenient to extend our definitions by setting e,(O) = 1 and e,(O) = 0 for 

nzo. 

Now let A be an associative k-algebra. The symmetric group { 1, . . . , n} ! has a 

natural left action on AOk”, namely: ~(a, @+..@a,,)=a,-~~ @.+.@a,-~,. Hence, if 

V is any k-module, then C”(A, V) is a right k[{ 1, . . ..n}!]-module in which 

(f@(at, . . * , a,)=.m,-I,, .*., a, I~). If, further, A is commutative and I/ is a sym- 

metric A-bimodule, then, as is shown in [2], 6(fe,(r)) = (6f)e,+ t(r), where 6 is the 

Hochschild coboundary. This yields the Hodge decomposition of the Hochschild 

cohomology: set C’,“P’(A, V) = (?‘(A, V)e,(r), so that an n-cochain f is in 

c ‘,“-‘(A, V) for 1% rsrz if and only if fen(r) =f or, equivalently, fs, = (2” - 2)f. 

Thus, if we set C&‘(A, V) = H’,‘(A, V) = 0 when t<O then C’7*-r(A, V) is a com- 

plex, CV, I9 = UrkO C ‘,‘-‘(A, V) and, in an obvious notation, H’(A, V)= 

LO H ‘,‘-‘(A, V). 

For the cyclic cohomology, first recall that there is a natural isomorphism 

I : C”+‘(A, k) --) C”(A,A*) given by ((lf)(at, . . . ,a,))(a,)=f(~, . . . , a,). Using this 

isomorphism, the Hochschild coboundary can be transferred to Co+ ‘(A, k), where 

it is commonly denoted by b. The coboundary of a multilinear functional 

f E C”+‘(A, k) is then the multilinear functional bf e Cn+‘(A, k) described by 

(bf)(ao,...,%+d= i (-l)if(...,.l.i+,,...)+(-l)“+‘f(a,+la,,...,a,). 
i=o 

Now, if 9 is an arbitrary finite linearly ordered set with n elements, then shuffles 

are defined in the evident manner using the unique order-preserving bijection 9 + 

{I, .*., n} . Thus, rc E 9! is a p-shuffle for some p E 9 if T[ preserves the order of each 

of the subsets {isp} and {i>p+l}. The (n+I)-cycle A=A,=(n,n-~,...,O)E 

(0, . . . . n}! is a particularly important O-shuffle: it is used to define the cyclic cochain 

complex, C,‘(A), as a subcomplex of C”‘(A,k). To be precise, C”+‘(A,k) is a 
right k[{O, . . . , n}!]-module (as above), a multilinear functional f E C”“(A, k) is 

called a cyclic n-cochain if f A = (- l>“f = (- l>“f, and C;(A) is the sub-k-module 

consisting of such cochains. The restriction of I to C;(A) is then a cochain map 

I: C,‘(A)+ C’(A,A*). 

The evident map {I, . . . . n}! + (0, . . . . n}! - which regards each permutation of 

(1 , . . . , n} as a permutation of (0 , . . . , n> fixing 0 - is a monomorphism. Using this 
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map, C”+l(A, k) becomes a right k[{ 1 , . . . . n}!]-module in which (f~)(a~, al, . . . . a,)= 

f(Qo,Qn ‘I,..., anmln). In particular, fs, and fe,(r) are defined for any multilinear 

functional f E P+‘(A,k) and the isomorphism C”+l(A, k) --f C”(A,A*) is a 

k[{l, . . . , n}!]-module map. Also, b(fe,(r)) = (bf)e,+ l(r) since, as noted earlier, 

this identity holds in C’(A,A*). Unfortunately, CT(A) is not a k[{ 1, . . . ,n}!]-sub- 

module of C”“(A,k). Nonetheless, we have the following proposition, whose 

proof (being computational) will be deferred until Section 4: 

Proposition 1. If A is commutative and f E C,“(A) is a cyclic cochain, then the 
multilinear functional fe,(r) is also a cyclic cochain. 

As before, if we set C2”-r (A)=CT(A)e,(r), then a cyclic cochain f is in 

C, ““-‘(A) for 1 ~rcn if and only if fe,(r)=f or, equivalently, fs,=(2’-2)f. 
Moreover, 

C;(A) = fi C?“-‘(A) 
r=O 

= C,o,“(A)~C,‘,“-l(A)~...~C,“~o(A), 

and C?‘-‘(A) is a subcomplex of C;(A) whose homology is denoted H?‘-‘(A). 
Of course, CFn(A)=HF”(A)=O for n#O and C;‘(A)=H,‘.‘(A)=O if t<O. Sum- 

marizing, we have 

Theorem 2. If A is a commutative algebra, then its cyclic cohomology H,‘(A) de- 
composes as H;(A)= UrzO HJ’-‘(A) where H?“-‘(A) is the eigenspace for the 
eigenvalue 2’-2 of the shuffle operator s, whenever 1 I r 5 n. Moreover, the 
restriction of the induced map I : H,‘(A) + H’(A, A*) to H:‘-‘(A) is a map 
I, : H;‘-‘(A) -+ ,‘*‘-‘(A, A”). C! 

2. The periodicity sequence 

The cohomology map I is part of a long exact ‘periodicity’ sequence 

... - H;(A) -f, H”(A,A*) < H;-l(A) L H,“+‘(A) ----+... 

which will be described below. In this section we examine the restrictions of B and 

S to the individual summands of their domains and show that the periodicity se- 

quence has a natural decomposition. To make our statements concise we again ex- 

tend our definitions, this time by setting HA -‘,‘(A) = 0 for all t. The basic result is 

then 
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Theorem 3. When A is commutative, the exact sequence above is a coproduct of 
long exact periodicity sequences 

. . . - HA ‘,“-‘(A) & L H’,“-‘@A*) __f H;- +r(A) 

Ll 
- HEi’n+‘-r(A) __, 1.. 

for rz 0 where I,, B,, and S,_ , are restrictions of I, B, and S, respectively. 

The essential observation needed to prove the theorem is the following proposi- 

tion whose proof (being computational) is deferred until Section 4, where we also 

recall the definition of the cochain map B : C’(A, A*) + CJP ‘(A). 

Proposition 4. If A is commutative and f E C”(A,A*) is a Hochschild cochain, 
then B( fs,) = 2(Bf)s, ~, + 2(Bf ). In particular, if feCr,n-r (A, A*), then 

(Bf )s, _ , = (2’+ I - 2)(Bf ). 

Proof of Theorem 3. The proposition certainly implies that B(C’,“-‘(A,A*)) c 

C,‘-‘S”-‘(A) for all r> 1. To see that the same is true when r = 1, pick f E 
C’3”-‘(A A*) Then, since (Bf)s+ I = (1 - 2)Bf and -1 is not an eigenvalue of 9 . 
s,_ ,, we see that Bf = 0, as needed. At this point the maps I and B have been 

shown to have the appropriate properties: Z= fllr and B = u B,. To finish the proof 

we recall a description of S using B: consider the short exact sequence of complexes 

E : 0 + C;(A) 5 C’(A, A*) -+ Cok’l-t 0 in which Cok’Z is the cokernel of I. Then 

BI= 0 and, so, B induces a cochain map B : Cok’Z-+ C’-‘(A) which, in turn, in- 

duces isomorphisms H’(B) : H”(Cok.1) --t H!-‘(A) [l]. The map S : H!-](A) --f 
H;+‘(A) is just d”oH”(B)-’ where d” * . H”(Cok’Z) --f H,“+‘(A) is the connecting 

homomorphism induced by &. Now R is the coproduct of exact sequences 0 + 

C, 
,,*-,(A) ~ C’,‘p’ (A,A*)+Cok’-“I,+0 (since I=flZ,) and, so, d” is the 

coproduct of the connecting homomorphisms H”(Cok’-‘I,) + H$n+‘Pr(A). More- 

over, since B= DBr, the induced map H”(B) is the coproduct of its restrictions 
Hn(Coko-‘I,)_*H~~‘,“~’ (A). It follows immediately that the restriction of S to 

H,‘-‘,“-‘(A) is, for each r? 1, a map S,_, : Ha-‘,“-‘(A)~H~““-‘(A). Thus, 

S = fl S,_, and the theorem follows - the exactness being a trivial consequence of 

the decomposition. 0 

These sequences have the same computational utility as the one first mentioned. 

Suppose, for example, that A is an algebra for which H’(A, A*) = H”‘(A, A*). (As 

shown in [3], this occurs when A is smooth, in which case it follows from the Hoch- 

schild-Kostant-Rosenberg computation of H’(A, -) in [4]. An examination of the 

periodicity sequences then shows S,_ I : HiP’,‘P ’ (A) + H?‘(A) to be an isomorphism 

for t> 1. It follows that H?‘(A) E HIP’+‘S1 (A) if rrtrl while H,“‘(A)=0 if 

t>rzl, and, so, 
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H,“(A) s H,“.O(A) @ u H;‘+‘-““(A) 
n>r>(nR) 

whenever H’(A,A*)=H’Yo(A,A*). This decomposition of H?(A) is, as we shall 

see in the next section, the one mentioned in the introduction. The summands of 

H,“(A) have a nice interpretation in terms of the differential operator I oB defined 

on H’(A,A*). To describe it, note first that for each p the sequence 

o- HPO(A) -2 H”(A,AX) L Hf_‘,O(A) 

3 H,p.‘(A) - 0 

is a segment of a periodicity sequence and, so, is exact. Also, ZoB : Hp(A,A*) + 

HP- ‘(A, A*) coincides with ZP_ l oB. Then, since Z. : Hi,‘(A) --t H’(A,A*) is a 

monomorphism, we have 

Corollary 5. Let A be a commutative algebra for which H’(A, A*) = H”‘(A, A*). 

Then H;(A) has a decomposition as H,“(A) = H;“(A) @ &,rzCn,2j H,2”l -““(A). 
Als~,H~~~(A)isthekernelofZoB=Z,~~~B:H~(A,A*)~H~-~(A,A*)foreachp~ 
0, while Hf.‘(A) is isomorphic to the quotient group Kernel(ZPP2aB)/Image(ZP_ 1o 

B), which is the (p- 1)th homology group of the differential operator ZoB. III 

Theorem 3 also reveals an interesting relationship between cyclic cohomology and 

commutative algebra cohomology. There are various formulations of the latter, all 

of which are known to coincide when k contains Q (as we always assume). The 

simplest is due to Harrison, who - in different language - defined the cohomology 

of a commutative algebra A with coefficients in a symmetric bimodule V for n > 0 
to be Har”(A, V)=H ‘I”-‘(A,V) (cf., [2]). Since, H?“(A)=0 when n>O, the 

periodicity sequence for r = 1 yields 

Corollary 6. Let A be a commutative algebra. Then the map ZI : HiTnP1(A) --f 
H”“-‘(A A*)=Har”(A,A*) is an isomorphism for nz3, an epimorphism for 7 
n = 2, and a monomorphism for n = 1. In particular, the Harrison cohomology 
Har”(A,A*) is a direct summand of the cyclic cohomology H;(A) for nz3. 0 

As a second easy corollary of Theorem 3 we obtain a decomposition of the stabil- 

ized cyclic cohomology groups, H e”e”(A) and Hodd(A), which are defined to be the 

colimits of H?(A) 5 Hi(A) 4 1.. and H,/(A) 5 H:(A) 5 ... . Specifically, for each 

rEZ let N’(A) be the colimit of the system H?‘(A) &H,‘+“‘(A) % . . . . (We have 

tacitly set H;‘(A) = 0 for r<O, so that H’(A) is the colimit of Hi,’ -‘(A) 3 

HA 2,2-r(A)SL, . . . when r<O.) Theorem 3 immediately yields 

Corollary I. When A is commutative, the stabilized cyclic cohomology decomposes 
as Heve”(A) = nH2’(A) and Hodd(A) = uH2”l(A). Zf, further, H’(A, A*) = 
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H*,‘(A,A*), then H’(A) G H,‘+‘,’ (A) for rz0 and H’(A) = 0 for r<O. This 

occurs, in particular, when A is smooth. 0 

3. Connes’ decomposition 

The arguments in the preceding sections apply equally well to the continuous 

cyclic cohomology of an arbitrary commutative locally convex algebra. We shall 

consider the particular case A = C”(X), the Frechet algebra of Cm-functions on a 

smooth compact manifold K. Connes has calculated the continuous Hochschild 

cohomology, H’(A, A*),,,t, of this algebra. [I, Lemma 451. Specifically, let D,(Z) 

be the space of de Rham p-currents on X. There is a map D,(E) --f HP(A, A*),,,, 
which associates to each current C the cohomology class of the p-cocycle pc defin- 

ed by vldf~,fi,..., f,) = (C,fcdfi A..+ndf,>. Connes shows that this map is an 

isomorphism and that it transforms the de Rham boundary for currents into the dif- 

ferential operator IoB : HP(A, A*),,,,, + HP-l(A, A”),,,,. Now, it is immediate 

that ~crr=(-l)K~c for every permutation rr~{l,...,p}!, so that - there being 

2P- 2 shuffles - vcs, = (2p - 2)~~. Thus, vc E P*(A, A*),,,, and H’(A, A*),,,,= 

H”‘(A,A*),,,t. These comments, combined with Corollaries 5 and 7, yield 

Theorem 8 (Connes’ decomposition). Let 91” be a smooth compact manifold. 
Then H~“(Cm(2”))cont = Zp(%), the space of closed p-currents on X”, and 

Ha+?=),,,, = HP_ ,(E, Q, a de Rham homology group; H,“(C”(K)),,,, 

decomposes as H~(C”(X)),,,, =Z,(~)OH,_z(~,~)OH,_4(~,~)0.... Also, 

the stabilized continuous cyclic cohomology is the de Rham homology: 

H’(C”W)),,,, = H,(z, Q for r 2 0 and otherwise vanishes. 0 

Similar interpretations can be given for the decomposition of the (ordinary) cyclic 

cohomology and homology of a smooth algebra. As above, they require only the 

identification of IoB with a suitable de Rham boundary or coboundary. 

4. Deferred proofs 

We conclude this paper by proving Propositions 1 and 4. For the first of these, let 

f be a cyclic n-cochain. We must show that fe,(r) is again a cyclic cochain. Now, 

e,(r) is defined as a polynomial in the shuffle operator, s,. It therefore suffices to 

show that fs, is a cyclic cochain, i.e. fs,J = (- l)“fs, where A =A, = (n, . . . ,O). This 

will be a consequence of the following lemma: 

Lemma9. Foreach rr~{O,...,n}! let E=I’(“)n~ whereJ=A,=(n,...,O). Then il 
fixes 0 and is in the image of the inclusion map {l,..,,n}! +{O,...,n}!. Further, 
if n is a shuffle of (0, . . . . n}, then 5 is a shuffle which fixes 0. The restriction of 
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the function n H ii to { 1, . . . . n}! is a bijection { 1, . . . . n}! + { 1, . . . . n>! which carries 
shuffles to shuffles. 

Proof. The final assertion will follow from the others if we show that { 1, . . . , n} ! --+ 
(0, . . ..n>! : TC - is is an injection. This is trivial: if ii = 8 then ,lrr(n)p”(n)= 

oZ-‘E(l , . . . . n}! and, so, on-’ =Id. For the other assertions, note that A(j)= 

j - 1 for j # 0 and n(O) = n. It follows immediately that Z(O) = 0 and, equivalently, 

ZE{l,...,n} !. Moreover, if j#O, then ii(j)=n(j- 1)-z(n) when rc(j- l)zn(n) 

and ii(j) = rr(j- 1) -rc(n) + n + 1 otherwise. 

Now let TC be a p-shuffle of {0, . . . , n} for some pz 0. Then either n(n) = n or 

~r(p)=n. In the first case n(j- l)<n(n) for allj#O and, so, Y?(j)=z(j- l)+ 1 for 

j#O. In particular, ii(O)=O<ii(l)<...<i2(p+ 1) and ii(p+2)<...<il(n); that is, 

5 is a (p+ l)-shuffle. In the second case - namely, rc(p)=n - there is some r<p 
for which z(r- l)< n(n) and z(r)> x(n). Now, for j<r and j>p+ 2 we have 

?(j)=n(j-l)-z(n)+n+l while if r+lljzzp+l, then ??(j)=z(j-1)-n(n). 

This implies that si preserves the order of each of the three sets (0, . . . , r}, 
{r+l,..., pf l}, and (p+2, . . . . n}. Finally, it is trivial that ti(p+ 1) =n - n(n)< 
n(p + 1) -z(n) + n + 1 = T?(p + 2). Hence, ii is an r-shuffle. q 

Proof of Proposition 1. Let Sh{ 1, . . . , n} + Sh{ 1, . . . , n} be the function defined by 

sending each copy of the identity permutation to itself and each nonidentity shuffle 

7r to is. Since (Id)^= Id, this function is a bijection and we may safely denote it by 

71 - ii. Now observe that if f is a cyclic cochain, then f nA = f ,I Pn(n)? = (- l)“‘(“)f 5. 
Since the sign of is is (- l)‘=( - l)nrr(n)( - l)“( - l)“, it follows that fs,A = 

(- 1)“C nCSh(l,,,,,n) (-l)+fS. But the latter is just (-l)“fs,, as rr++ is is a bijec- 

tion. 0 

We turn now to the proof of Proposition 4, beginning with the definition of 

C’(A,A*) 3 C;-‘(A): for f E C”(‘4,A*), the cyclic (n - 1)-cochain Bf is given by 

n-1 

(Bf Ml, . . . , a,) =f(l-(-l)“l,) C (-l)(n-‘)j$_l (l,a,,...,a,) 
J=o > 

where A,_,=(n ,..., 1) and A,=(n ,..., 0). Note that we are indexing the arguments 

ofBfby{l,..., n} rather than (0, . . . , II - 1 }. Consequently, the shuffle operator s, _ , 

used to decompose C,“-‘(A) shuffles the set {2, . . ..n} rather than {l, . . ..n- 1) and 

lies in k[{2, . . . . n} !]. Now the identity we wish to prove is B( fs,) = (Bf )(2s, _ 1 + 2). It 

clearly suffices, therefore, to show that 

s&l =/1(2s,_,+2) (1) 

and 

s&/l = &/l(2s,_, + 2). (2) 

where/1=CJ:d (-l)(“pl)iE;‘,_,. As the proofs of these two identities are virtually 
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the same, we consider only the first and henceforth write 2 for An_ 1. Expanding 

the left-hand side of (1) gives 

n-l 

s&l = I;,,, n) j50 WYwP”j~~J 
3 I 

n-1 
= C C (_ly(_l)(n-l)jn~j, 

r=O (n, j)e& 

where E, consists of pairs (7r,j)E(Sh{l,...,n})x{O,...,n-1) satisfying 

rcAj(l) = r + 1 or, equivalently, n(n -j + 1) = r + 1. We shall examine the second of 

these summations. 

First, Lemma 9 may be rephrased as follows: if rc is an arbitrary shuffle of { 0, . . . , n} , 
then there is an Y such that ILrrA,, is a shuffle of { 0, . . . , n} which fixes 0, namely r= 

z(n). Shifting the indexing and iterating we find: if rr is a shuffle of { 1, . . . . n} and 

0 I jl n - 1, then there is an r such that A’rrLj is a shuffle of { 1, . . . , n} which fixes 

1 and Osrsn - 1. Note that r is then uniquely determined by the pair (rr, j): since 

l11j(l)=~(,-j+l) we must have r=rc(n-j+l)-1, which means that (n,j)~E,. 
Thus, for each r with 05 TI n - 1, the image of the function 

E,+{a~{l,..., n]! 1 o(l) = l}: (rr,j) - (rc, j) = A’lcilj 

is contained in the shuffles. Also, the formula above implies that 

n-1 

s,/l = c (_l)p-l)~-r 

r=O 
c,,FeE (-~)‘“~j’(~,j). 

r 

Thus, (1) will follow if we show that 

c (-l)‘“J(71,= 2&l +2 
(a, j) E & 

for each r. Before proving this we gather a few observations in a lemma. 

(3) 

Lemma 10. Fix an r with Osrln-1. If (n, j)=Id, then either jfn-r and z= 
AZCrrjj or j= n -r and rt is one of the n - 1 copies of the identity permutation in 
Sh{l, . . . . n}. If n is ap-shuffle and (n’, j’)=(z, j) # Id, then either (TI’, j’) = (n, j) or 
n’ = &n-p; inthesecondcasej’=pfjifp+j<nandj’=p~j-notherwise. Ifa 
isashuffleof {l,..., n} which fixes 1, then rs = (71, j) for some (TK, j) E E,. 

Proof. The first statement is trivial. The second then easily reduces to the assertion: 

If rr is a p-shuffle, 0 <m <n, and II #A’ for any t, then rrA” is a shuffle if and only 

if m =n -p. For this, suppose first that O<m<n -p, set rS = rcl”‘, and note that 

ti(i)=z(i-m+n) for ilrn while 5(i)=n(i-m) for i>m. It is then immediate that 

7? preserves the order of each of the three sets { 1, . . . , m}, (m + 1, . . . . m +p}, and 

{m+p+l,...,n}. Thus, it is not a shuffle unless either S(m)< r?(m + 1) or 

ti(m +p) < *(rn +p + 1). The first of these conditions means that rc(n) < n(l) which, 

of course, implies that rc=Ap; the second says n(p)<rc(p+ 1) and, so, forces rc to 
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be the identity. As these possibilities for n have been excluded, iT=&” is not a 

shuffle. A similar argument applies when m > IZ -p. On the other hand, rcA”-P is 

readily seen to be an (n-p)-shuffle. 

For the final assertion, let o be a shuffle which fixes 1 and choose m to be minimal 

with the property that o(m) i n - r but o(m + 1) > IZ - r. Then it is easy to check that 

o’=~~“o~” is a shuffle, (a’,n-rn)~E,., and (o’,n-m)=o. 0 

Finally, let .Yc Sh{ 1, . . . , n} be the subset consisting of those shuffles which fix 

1. If 0 E Y and rr # Id, then, according to the lemma, o = (rc, j) for exactly two 

choices of (n, j) E E,. Likewise, there are n - 1 copies of the identity permutation in 

9 and 2(n - 1) elements (n, j) E E, for which (rr, j) = Id. The left-hand side of (3) 

thus reduces to 2 CGE9 (-1) Uo. On the other hand, Sh(2, . . . , n} c B and if ~22, 

then every p-shuffle in B is, in fact, a shuffle of { 2, . . . , n} . Since the only l-shuffle 

in 9 is a copy of the identity, we see that Coe9 (- 1)“~ =sn_ I + 1. Equation (3) 

now follows, thereby finishing our proof of Proposition 4. 
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